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“Color” needs to be retired as relevant. Kids need to know so they do not repeat
what has happened. In fact, you are not black and you are not white, and neither
are most others except rarely. In fact, skin science identifies at least 25 different
skin colors...”black” and “white” are the fewest number of people and the rarest
colors. All who call or consider someone by color, must be factual and use the
correct color, but you cannot correctly use “black” or “white” 95% of the time,
so color should be ignored any way, because it is most likely wrong and not one
of the true 25 skin colors...So, as a matter of fact, skin color does not mean
anything any way unless made into countercultural war cries or poor-me-begging.
Color is determined by amount of melanin in your skin. The darkest person
has less than 3/4 of a MILLIGRAM of melanin in his body. Thus, color is
skin-deep and irrelevant as much as eye color, hair length, foot size, waist size,
fingernail length or other body dimensions when relating to others--Less than
3/4 milligram of skin-deep melanin in every person should not rule you, your
body and the world. Judgements and actions should not be determined by body
dimensions including color. Thus, the about 1/2 milligram of skin-deep melanin
should not replace one’s 3 1/2 pounds of brain and its content-of-character. The
amount of melanin in anyone’s body is about the amount of sand one picks up
by a moist forefinger tip dipped into sand. So, forget about color or race but use
full human beingness as determining behavior.
Today, using “black” by Negros has become the same as old Caucasian slavers
used “white.” “Black” was never applied to people until the current racist blackcult started it in the 1960s. “Negros” was the word for 500 years for those of
African origin; they did not call themselves black nor did any one else. Africans
themselves always identified themselves by their tribal names, and still do.
The extermination of “Negro” is a historical and sociological outrage because
intelligent virtuous Negros were responsible for influencing Caucasians and
all to implement full human beingness as content-of-character, made possible
because the Founders rejected slavery (The “1619” stories of the New York Times
are arrogant counter-productive victimize manipulations). During the 500 years
of so-named, “Negros” led and helped influence Caucasians to free slaves every
where and to promote equality of opportunity such that today at least 85% of
all cultural groups of any color composition are successful in the United States

including achieving millionaire status. To exterminate “Negros” is wrong--they
never called themselves “black” although the black racist cult of today has
dishonestly redacted writings often inserting “black” for “Negro.” Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. objected to the change to “black.”
Moreso, Negros-Caucasians working together positively without color
consideration has been censored and overlooked by those intoxicated into
victimize by color--The successes of Negros and all cultures is not perfect but
it is amazing and only happened in America because of the Constitution and
the Declaration of Independence--Slavery elsewhere was extermination--Islam
murdered their 14 million slaves over 12 centuries (There was no NAACP any
where but America where millions of whites died winning the Civil War freeing
4 million slaves giving today’s 45 million Negro descendants, most of whom are
doing well because of the Jewish-Christian-Caucasian creation of most everything
worthwhile from freedom to printing to cars to cellphones to “you name it”.
How victimists censor and ignore Islam’s extermination of 14 million Negros
during 12 centuries of slavery is totally discrediting and academically false.
Still, unfortunately, every group has up to 15 % family failures which result
in unsuccessful self-development, and, instead, most counter-productively
adopt victimism as their way of life. Victimism is the real cause of continued
unsuccesses in every cultural group. To correct this, they need to get their family
childhoods improved like those successful in their culture. So they should stop
blaming everyone else and correct their childhoods which are so bad that by age
11, their children start drugs to escape their miserable family life--and color has
nothing to do with it except as excuse-making blaming-others for their failures,
when, instead, they should look in the mirror, thank Caucasians for all they
have and ask for continued unity in human beingness for mutual growth and
development. They also ought to learn how to peacefully interact with police
which seems to be the most flagrant reason for violence by police and legitimate
authority.
Color needs to be retired as irrelevant. It just makes matters worse--always did
and always will. Content-of-character judging will promote truth, oneness, good
and beauty.
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